
   

RESPONSIBLE 

                  ANGER 

              OPENING PLAN 

R E S P O N S I B L E    R A N G E R   O P E N I N G   P L A N 

FHSD families and students have been at the heart of our decision-making during these 

uncertain times of closure due to COVID-19.  As a district, we have emphasized flexibility and 

compassion during the stressful events surrounding our nation.  Our ultimate goal is to return 

to normal with “R” students in the classrooms, connecting daily with their teachers.  This is a 

process that will occur over time.  The District’s plan and your options are outlined in this 

document. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT 

Dear Ranger Families: 

 

I hope you are doing well, and I want to extend my sincere appreciation for all of your support 

during these turbulent times.  In fact, these are possibly the most challenging times many of us 

have ever experienced.  Dealing with the pressures, anxieties, and stressors associated with the 

opening of school is real for all of us.  The health, safety, and well-being of your child are the 

primary concern not only for you as parents/guardians but also the Forest Hills School District 

and Ranger community.  Furthermore, new guidance and mandates are communicated on 

regular intervals, making sustained planning for communities and schools extremely 

challenging.  With these challenges in mind, the Forest Hills School District has communicated 

preliminary plans and has been working diligently behind the scenes to refine those plans as we 

move closer to the start of school.   

 

The Responsible Ranger Opening Plan is the latest release of how the opening of school may look 

for the start of the 2020-2021 school year. The plan is designed to implement three phases of 

opening.  Each phase is designed in terms of both health and safety as well as instructional 

methodologies designed to educate, internalize, and implement best practices during a national 

pandemic while also attempting to provide customized options in response to community 

concerns as voiced in earlier surveys. 

 

To that end, this document is designed to inform your family’s decision-making process.  It is 

important to be upfront with our District planning and supporting details so families can make an 

informed choice based on the information we have at the current time.   

 

Please note that the possibility exists that the Commonwealth could impose strict safety 

restrictions and mandate health protocols that will limit our operating capacity.  The District is 

preparing for and implementing a variety of restrictions, such as limited capacity and social 

distancing.  “R” plan takes a holistic, full-year view of how school may operate in these 

challenging times.  Designed to provide a quality educational product, the District’s plan affords 

time and resources to ensure essential protocols, procedures, and recommendations are fully 

implemented and sustained as we work together to reach in-person instruction. 

  
Continued on the next page 
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MESSAGE FROM THE  

SUPERINTENDENT - Continued . . . 

It is essential for the District to ensure all students have adequate time to practice and internalize 

the established health and safety protocols.  It is also critical for the District to review the 

established protocols while maintaining recommended social distancing guidelines.  We 

understand these are very difficult times for all families.  We also appreciate the hardships that 

many of you are experiencing.  However, to provide your child with a safe and healthy learning 

environment, these best practices must be implemented, practiced, and understood.  If we are 

able to work together and have patience, we may be able to reach “R” goal of returning to 

normal routines.   

In essence, we need your help.  Without your help, we will fail to reach “R” goal.  I thank you for 

your patience and support over these past months.  We live in a blessed community.  We are 

Rangers; we will lead through these difficult times together.  “R” tradition is Excellence.  This is 

“R” opportunity to lead and demonstrate that even in the darkness of uncertainty, excellence is 

“R” trademark.   

Thank you, Forest Hills.  Stay healthy and safe. 

Respectfully yours, 

 

 
Dr. David Lehman 
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PREPARATION FOR THE 2020-2021 SCHOOL YEAR 

Committed to providing all learners with a personal learning device 
(Chromebook) for instructional purposes.  Chromebooks are expected to be 
utilized to enhance daily lessons and also to afford the District and students 
with the opportunity to learn by remote options if necessary. 

 
Purchasing the Canvas Learning Management Platform to provide families 
with a single entry point for educational activities, lessons, communications, 
and support. The Canvas system will be utilized on a daily basis to support 
instruction during in-school instruction and to provide a single point of access 
for remote options as necessary. 
 
Working with the Forest Hills Education Association, the Board of Education, 
and Administration to adapt school calendars and labor agreements to 
participate in extensive trainings designed to prepare for the upcoming school 
year.  This collaboration has been unprecedented and essential to provide a 
safe and healthy learning environment for all Rangers and to prepare for a 
unique, customized learning experience for all students. 
 
Enhancing the cleaning, sanitation, and disinfecting protocols and practices in 
all district facilities.  Cleaning, sanitation, and disinfecting are a primary 
responsibility and point of emphasis for the school district.  All maintenance 
and cleaning staff have been trained on how to use the sanitation equipment 
and supplies properly and efficiently.  The District has procured various forms 
of advanced cleaning equipment and supplies to mitigate the risk of exposure 
to pathogens such as COVID-19. 
 
Engaging community leaders and service providers, the Forest Hills School 
District will provide residents with essential support to enhance the 
programming of the District. 

Some of the investments the District has made to reach this      

challenging goal include, but are not limited to: 
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PREPAREDNESS 

The Ranger plan is designed to fully educate students on 

how to attend and participate in school activities during 

a pandemic situation.  Therefore, the plan allows for a 

gradual, targeted reintroduction of students to be fully 

educated on school procedures, processes, and 

routines.   

As students receive customized instruction, school will 

then transition by reintroducing larger groupings of 

students while integrating district technology and 

providing targeted instruction and practice 

opportunities for students in the event the district must operate from a remote or hybrid 

learning format.  By taking this calculated approach, the district has an opportunity to practice 

and adjust plans to meet the needs of the students, staff, and community in a responsible 

manner.  Furthermore, families and students will have an opportunity to practice and perfect the 

technologies associated with remote learning should this instructional delivery system be 

implemented.  
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

As mentioned, we are planning for several different possibilities this fall.  Regardless of the 

scenario, we will utilize several guiding principles to assist in building options that will meet the 

needs of our community. 

 

G U I D I N G     P R I N C I P L E S 

 

FLEXIBILITY 

Flexibility and 

compassion are the 

hallmarks of “R” 

efforts.  “R” goal is to 

give “R” families 

flexible options that 

are considerate and 

compassionate to 

each families’ needs 

and circumstances. 

SAFETY 

“R” ultimate guiding 

principle is the health, 

safety, and welfare of 

“R” students, staff, 

and families. 

SUPPORT 

Providing consistency, 

structure, and 

multiple levels of 

support for “R” staff, 

students, and families 

are an important part 

of our reopening. 

COMMUNITY INPUT 

Input from “R” 

families and staff is 

essential to “R” 

planning efforts so 

that we can create an 

educational model 

that is reflective of 

their needs and 

responsive to their 

concerns. 
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THE RESPONSIBLE RANGER OPENING PLAN 

 

GRADUAL OPENING 
(August 26, 2020 -      
August 28, 2020) 

 

Wednesday, 8/26 

     Grades: Pre-K, 1, 6, 7, and 8 

Thursday, 8/27 

     Grades: KDG, 3, 5, 9, and 10 

Friday, 8/28 

     Grades: 2, 4, 11, and 12 

 

** Grade-levels will only attend 
school on their designated 

orientation day. 

TARGETED PRACTICE 
AND REACCLIMATION 

(August 31 , 2020 - 
September 11, 2020) 

 

Geographically Based Hybrid 
Schedule: 

Students will report for in-person 
instruction based on a 
geographically determined schedule 
according to assigned school bus 
number. 
 

Students will attend either  
Monday/Tuesday OR           
Thursday/Friday for in-person 
instruction. 
 

Remote learning will occur when 
students are not scheduled for        
in-person learning. 
 

Wednesdays will be remote learning 
for all students provided through 
Canvas. Cleaning protocol will be 
initiated, and professional staff will 
provide remote instruction, conduct 
virtual office hours, and complete 
on-campus classroom preparation 
and professional  development. 

 

IN-PERSON INSTRUCTION 
(Tentatively scheduled          

to begin                            
September 14, 2020) 

 

After students are fully acclimated 
to the pandemic procedures and 
protocols, school schedules will 
return to normal as indicated on the 
Health and Safety Plan and 
Continuity of Education Plan. 
 

Be advised that the District may 
pivot instructional delivery based on 
national, state, and local mandates, 
guidance, and need. 
 

Schools will be released two hours 
early each Wednesday to provide 
for additional cleaning measures. 
 

2020 2021 

This plan is subject to change in accordance with CDC, PDE, and the Department of Health recommendations. 
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LEARNING DELIVERY MODELS 
Based on the information you provided in the parent survey, we feel it is best to utilize three 

potential models for your child’s learning this fall.  Final determinations will be made taking 

into account state, federal, and CDC guidelines.  Until such time, FHSD is planning for these 

three models so we are prepared to meet the needs of “R” students within prescribed 

parameters.   

TRADITIONAL MODEL (In-Person Instruction) 

This scenario will enable students to attend school Monday - Friday.  

Our schools will follow traditional hours unless directed otherwise  

by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or a local emergency 

prevents normal operational hours. 

HYBRID MODEL (Combination of In-Person & Remote Learning) 

This scenario will enable students to take classes both in person at 
school as well as online.  Students would attend school in person two 
days a week and attend school virtually three days per week.  This 
model enables the school district to mitigate health risks by reducing 
the number of students in school at one time.  This model also 
enables teachers to maximize safety protocols with a balance of 
personal support for all learners, including those students with 
elevated health risks. 
 
**If the state or local area were to move back to the Red Phase 
restrictions imposed by the Governor, Pennsylvania Department of 
Health, or any other government entity, the Forest Hills School 
District would move to remote learning with instruction to be 
delivered by FHSD teachers though the Canvas Learning 
Management Platform. 

FH ACADEMY OF DIGITAL LEARNING/CYBER MODEL 

This scenario will enable students to learn online via our cyber  

school model.  Students will not be expected to attend school in 

person.  All classes will take place remotely with constant access   

and support from certified teachers. 
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The COVID-19 Pandemic has been extremely unpredictable and unprecedented.  Because of the 

uncertainty of the future, the Hybrid Model will be tentatively a two-week geographically based 

reintroduction to the schools.  During this phase of reacclimation, students will attend school 

based on their assigned bus number.  As shown below, students will attend for two consecutive 

days (Monday/Tuesday or Thursday/Friday), and the other instructional days will occur virtually. 

Wednesdays will be designated as a virtual instructional day for all students to provide 

maintenance personnel the opportunity to thoroughly clean the buildings and for staff to 

interact with students on the          Canvas Learning Management Platform.   

RESPONSIBLE  RANGER  OPENING  PLAN 

HYBRID MODEL 

Continued on the next page 

REMOTE  INSTRUCTION IN-PERSON INSTRUCTION 

IN-PERSON INSTRUCTION SCHEDULE 

As shown below, your district assigned bus number will determine whether your child(ren) will 

be attending In-Person Instruction on the Monday/Tuesday OR Thursday/Friday rotation.    

MONDAY/TUESDAY In-Person Instruction Schedule 

1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 163, 164, 169, 171, 283, Walkers 

 

THURSDAY/FRIDAY In-Person Instruction Schedule 

5, 9, 10, 11, 15, 18, 19, 21, 28, 47, 50, 51, 87, 145, 165, 178, 179, 227 
 

* Modifications to scheduled in-person instruction days may occur.  All                      

changes will be communicated. 
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HYBRID MODEL - Continued . . . 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

In-Person 

Instruction 

*Refer to Bus 
Schedule* 

In-Person 

Instruction 

*Refer to Bus 
Schedule* 

  Remote  

Instruction 

*Live Virtual  

Meetings* 

Remote 

Instruction 

Remote 

Instruction 

JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE 

Monday - Tuesday Rotation 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Remote 

Instruction 

Remote 

Instruction 

  Remote  

Instruction 

*Live Virtual  

Meetings* 

In-Person 

Instruction 

*Refer to Bus 
Schedule* 

In-Person 

Instruction 

*Refer to Bus 
Schedule* 

Thursday - Friday Rotation 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

In-Person 

Instruction 

*Refer to Bus 
Schedule* 

In-Person 

Instruction 

*Refer to Bus 
Schedule* 

  Remote  

Instruction 

*Live Virtual  

Meetings* 

Remote 

Instruction 

Remote 

Instruction 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCHEDULE 

Monday - Tuesday Rotation 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Remote 

Instruction 

Remote 

Instruction 

  Remote  

Instruction 

*Live Virtual  

Meetings* 

In-Person 

Instruction 

*Refer to Bus 
Schedule* 

In-Person 

Instruction 

*Refer to Bus 
Schedule* 

Thursday - Friday Rotation 
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TRADITIONAL MODEL (In-Person Instruction) 

This scenario will enable students to attend 

school Monday - Friday.  “R” schools will follow 

traditional hours unless directed otherwise by 

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or a local 

emergency prevents normal operational hours. 

Under this model, we will do our very best to 

maintain a safe and positive school climate with 

heightened preventative measures being 

enacted to maintain a safe and proper learning 

environment for everyone.  Please see the 

protocols on the left. 

 

* The District will be required to adhere to all 

directives from the Commonwealth, Federal 

Government, and/or Pennsylvania Department 

of Education regarding health and safety 

protocols.  FHSD will communicate with our 

families once these expectations are made 

available. 

HEALTH & SAFETY 

PROTOCOLS 
Forest Hills School District 

BUSING 
 Daily cleaning and disinfection of equipment 

 Temperature screening of bus drivers 

 Reduced capacity seating 

 Additional safety training of drivers related to the  

     pandemic 

 

FACILITIES 

 Additional cleaning during school day for high-
frequency areas:  handrails, door knobs,            
restrooms, light switches, and other touch points 

 Use of approved and safe sanitizing fogging sprayers           
and machines during evening cleaning protocols 

 

CLASSROOMS 
 Frequent cleaning of classrooms on daily basis 

 Social distancing of students and staff 

 Provide additional high-touch supplies to       
students 

 Frequently scheduled hand washing for all staff  

     and students 

 

HEALTH SERVICES 

 Temperature checks 

 Staff and students will be highly encouraged to                    
stay home when sick 

 Educate staff and students on COVID-19                              
symptoms and preventative strategies (hand                      
washing techniques and proper hygiene) 
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What is the Forest Hills Academy of Digital Learning? 
 

The Forest Hills Academy of Digital Learning is a 

comprehensive cyber option for students in grades          

K-12.  Our state-accredited cyber program provides 

students with all of the features of a traditional cyber 

program with the added benefits of meeting with a 

certified teacher for personalized instruction that is 

designed in alignment with Forest Hills curriculum 

standards.  Teachers help students navigate their online 

learning by using an award-winning learning platform 

and by providing personal contact and support along the 

way.   

“R” program provides students with the flexibility 

and convenience of a high-quality virtual 

education.  Students who are more comfortable 

working at home can stay completely online, while 

students who need support have access to our  in-

house learning lab for in-person help. 

 

The asynchronous approach (work when you can or want) provides the 

flexibility that some families may need.  Transitioning between 

enrollment in the Forest Hills Academy of Digital Learning and      

traditional programming can be seamless.   

 

EDGENUITY AWARD-WINNING PLATFORM 

The Forest Hills Academy of Digital Learning uses the Edgenuity software which offers a 

comprehensive suite of award-winning K-12 digital curriculum.  Combining the software with 

Pennsylvania-certified teachers is a perfect way to provide the support, flexibility, and high 

expectations that our families deserve. 
 

RESPONSIBLE  RANGER  OPENING  PLAN 

FH ACADEMY OF DIGITAL LEARNING/ 

CYBER OPTION 
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MEAL DISTRIBUTION 

On days which students will not be attending school, meal distribution will occur at the 

previously established sites.  

The goal of this phase is to provide maximum social distancing protocols, to review and perfect 

District operations, and to learn and master the established school procedures.  Specifics on the 

geographical attendance areas and the meal distribution program will be communicated at a 

later date.   

In the event the District needs to move to a hybrid learning model, this model would most likely 

be the first hybrid plan to be implemented.  By school attendance following the geographical 

framework, additional buses can be used for increased social distancing on the bus and also 

within the classrooms.  
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PREVENTATIVE MEASURES 

The first step for effective virus mitigation begins with all parents and guardians 
performing symptom screening on their children at home each morning before 
children leave their home.  Children with symptoms should not be sent to the bus 
stop, bus, or school. 
 
All staff members will perform a symptom screening on themselves prior to leaving 
for work and will stay home if ill. 
 
All staff, students, and essential visitors will be temperature scanned when entering 
the buildings.  ** If the temperature scanner detects a temperature of 100.4 degrees 

Fahrenheit or higher, assigned and trained staff will advise the individual, as discreetly as 
possible, to go to the designated quarantine area.  A second temperature screening will be 
performed on individuals in the quarantine area 15 minutes after the initial reading. If a second 
reading of 100.4 or higher is recorded, the individual will be sent home. ** 

 
Students and staff will be routinely educated on the signs and symptoms of COVID-
19. 
 
Classrooms will be reconfigured to maximize social distancing as feasible. 
 
High-touch surfaces will be disinfected regularly such as desks, door handles, light 
switches, and handrails. 
 
The district increased the number of no-touch water bottle filling stations 
throughout the buildings (traditional water fountains will not be utilized). 
 
The District will continue to use hospital-grade, safe quaternary disinfectants in 
cleaning our schools, facilities, and buses.  Fogging machines with approved and 
safe disinfectants will also be utilized after school or when classrooms are not 
occupied. 
 
Buses and vans will be disinfected between runs with fogging machines containing 
approved and safe disinfectants. 
 
Hand sanitizer stations and dispensers will be available throughout the building. 
 
Additional cleanings will occur throughout the school day in district buildings. 
 
Staggered meal times and seating will be instituted to increase social distancing. 
 
High-traffic areas will be limited to reduce the number of students in the hallways at 
one time. 
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FACE MASK REQUIREMENTS 

Face coverings will be required for all staff, students and 
visitors when physical distancing is not feasible under the 
Pennsylvania Secretary of Health’s orders.  Face coverings 
must cover the nose and mouth. 
 
The Secretary of Health’s orders state that “Children two 
years and older are required to wear facing coverings unless 
they have a medical or mental health condition or disability, 
documented in accordance with Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act or IDEA, that precludes the wearing of a 
face covering in school.  Accommodations for such students 
should be made in partnership with the student’s health care 
provider, school nurse, and IEP/504 team.” 

 
It is very important to note that there will be times when individuals will not need to wear face 
coverings all day since they can achieve social distancing.  Additionally, breaks will be 
provided.  Students can remove face coverings when they are: 
 

 Eating or drinking; 

 Seated at desks or assigned workspaces at least 6 feet apart; or 
 Engaged in any activity at least 6 feet apart.  

 

TYPES OF FACE COVERINGS 
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WHAT IF THERE IS A CONFIRMED  

COVID-19 CASE IN SCHOOL? 

If a confirmed case of COVID-19 should occur, we will follow all of the directives and protocols 
established by the Pennsylvania Department of Health.  Please note that guidance and protocols 
from the Department of Health are ever-evolving and may change from one case to 
another.  Although additional protocols and directives may be issued by the Department of 
Health, the Forest Hills School District will follow the general protocols outlined below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PROTOCOLS 

 
 The Department of Health will be notified. 
 
 Information will be shared with parents and the community. 
 
 Contact tracing will occur at the direction of the Department of Health. 
 
 Students, staff, and any close contacts identified will be on home quarantine.  The length of 

time of the quarantine will be determined by the Department of Health. 
 
 The custodian and maintenance staff will: 

 Close off areas used by the person who is sick; 
 Open exterior doors and windows to increase air circulation in the identified areas; and 
 Clean and disinfect thoroughly all areas used by the person who is sick, including 

classrooms, bathrooms, and other common areas. 
 


